
Crestwood, Kentucky / December 10, 2022/ Two years after successful launch of its unique 100% Rye finished 
in Bordeaux wine barrels, Coalition Whiskey is excited to announce the release of Kentucky Bourbon range 

New to the World, Coalition Bourbon Cask Strength and Coalition Bourbon Single Barrel, both engaging 
entries are blends of up to 10 year old bourbons from Kentucky Artisan Distillery’s own cellar as well as several 
other highly respected Kentucky distilleries. These prized components were skillfully brought together, left to 
properly merge and are now being released to select customers.  

Both products express very distinctive character and style. A non-chill filtration allows true flavors of these 
Kentucky bourbons to truly stand out.  All hand bottled.    

These newest additions to Coalition Whiskey portfolio is a result of the progressive vision of Leonid Yangarber 
and admirable virtuosity of Jade Peterson, the Master Distiller at Kentucky Artisan Distillery. They have 
different backgrounds but share a common denominator of love for bourbon. With a combined 30 years of 
experience in the business, this Coalition is a force to reckon with in the industry and uses its collective skills to 
reimagine and elevate premium bourbon.  

“Jade and I worked on this line of Bourbon for long time and we are very pleased with the outcome. Can’t wait 
to share with our customers and demanding Bourbon fans!” — said Leonid Yangarber, the founder and CEO of 
Coalition Whiskey. 

Coalition Bourbon comes packaged in impressive Art Deco-inspired ridged glass bottle echoing the cut crystal 
decanters made famous during the 1920s – the whiskey’s heyday.  

Coalition Bourbon Single Barrel, Proof from 92 to 96. Welcoming initial splash of tart caramel apple, 

immediately followed by hints of clean honey, fresh baked bread pudding, raisin, and vanilla. The finish is 

generous and evolving with a lingering tease of fresh fruit and mint. 

Coalition Bourbon Cask Strength, Proof 114. Rich and rewarding from the first sip. Tangy, as smooth as butter, 

tart and floral. The finish is mildly sweet with a prolonged cool, woodsy aroma. 

"Small changes and attention to each step layers the complexity and ability of the bourbon to shine. In the end 
that's what it's about.  Let Coalition Bourbon do the talking and we get to enjoy what it has to say. " – said 
Jade. 

First production release is 5,000 hand-numbered bottles. Suggested retails: Coalition Bourbon Single Barrel - 

$74.99.  Coalition Bourbon Cask Strength - $89.99.Initial distribution will take place in Texas, Florida, Kentucky 

and California as well as online at www.coalitionwhiskey.com 

About Coalition Whiskey 

Coalition Whiskey was founded in 2020 as the brainchild of Leonid Yangarber, a veteran spirits business CEO.  

Currently Company offers three distinct Coalition Collections, all linked to rich Kentucky whiskey making 

history. For each of the Collections, Leonid combined forces with the leading industry experts to tap in their 

unique expertise. The 1st release - Coalition 100% Rye Whiskey Barrel Proof, created with Steve Thompson, 

the legendary owner of Kentucky Artisan Distillery. The 2nd Collection – three delicious Ryes finished in select 

Bordeaux wine barrel, realized in cooperation with Ludwig Vanneron, a Bordeaux-based winemaker and global 

wine specialist. The 3rd Collection – two small batch Kentucky Bourbons, is a collaboration with Jade Peterson, 

the Master Distiller and Blender of Kentucky Artisan Distillery and the quickly rising star in American whiskey 

industry.  
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